NEW SWITCHES

15-30
APRIL
New G-Switch Series members are available
for pre-order on glassouse.com
for a limited time

3 NEW
SWITCHES
GS05 Press Switch 100gr
GS06 Press Switch 150gr
GS07 Pillow Switch

3.5MM
JACK

Mono universal jack
connection for easy
connection

HIGH
COMPATIBILITY
Perfect match for GlassOuse V1.2 and other
adapted devices and systems using switch access
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE, Shenzhen City, Guangdong, China – April 15, 2019

GLASSOUSE ASSISTIVE DEVICE & G-SWITCH SERIES
HAVE NEW ADAPTED SWITCH CONTROLS
GlassOuse Assistive Device introduces the new switches under G-Switch Series family for
GlassOuse V1.2 and other adapted devices for disabled people who have limited mobility.
Known as a game-changer device in assistive technology
industry, GlassOuse Assistive Device adds a new member to GSwitch Series and expands its compatibility with three adapted
switch options. As sepatate switch controls, newly launched
Press Switch 100gr, Press Switch 150gr and Pillow Switch are
fully compatible with the latest GlassOuse generation, V1.2 and
also other adapted devices and systems using switch access.

PILLOW SWITCH

All three switches come with a universal 3.5mm mono jack plugin like their sister items Bite Switch, Puff Switch, Finger Switch
and Foot Switch. The wired switches have 185mm long cable
and a 8.63cm activation surface, making the items comfortable
enough for both user groups needing either a large or small
target area to interact with less physical control. Also, all items
provide an auditory click and tactile feedback to inform the user
that the switch has been pressed.

REMOVABLE SOFT CUSHION

PRESS SWITCH 150GR

GS05 Press Switch 100gr has a 100gr activation force while
GS06 Press Switch 150gr and GS07 Pillow Switch have 150gr.
Made from durable materials, the switches can be used with
different mounting systems, tiny screws or double-sided tapes.
Likewise, Pillow Switch enables the users to use touch fastener
straps or safety pins to secure the item on fabric surfaces.

8.63CM ACTIVATION SURFACE

PRESS SWITCH 100GR

As published previously, GlassOuse team will launch more
switch options for G-Switch Series family in the future to make
GlassOuse more compatible for different user groups while
aiming to offer reliable adapted switch control alternatives to
other assistive device and systems.
Press Switch 100gr, Press Switch 150gr and Pillow Switch are
available for pre-order on glassouse.com between 15-30 April,
2019.
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About EnnoPro Group
Boosting five brands under its roof, EnnoPro Group Limited is headquartered in Shenzhen City,
China. Found in 2000 in Hong Kong, EnnoPro’s trademark brands, CEBA Battery, GlassOuse
Assistive Device, EnnoCar, EnnoTool and EnnoPol offer energy solutions, assistive technology
devices, consumer electronics, hybrid vehicle parts and military equipment throughout Europe,
Americas, Australia, Asia and South Africa.
For more information, please visit www.ennopro.com adress.
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